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EF0RE THE

ST1E OF k4iSCCNSIN
DEPAR MENT Cr NATURAL RESOURCES

in the Matter of Establishing Sulfur Dioxide
Emission Limitations for Universal Food' ) 86-114004770-.401 ORDER
Corporation - Fermentation Division,
330 S. Mills Street, Juneau, NI 53039 )

FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF LAN AND ORDER

FINDINGS OF FACT

The Department of Natural Resources, hereinafter DNR, finds that:

Universal Foods Corporation Fermentation Division is located at
330 S. Mills Street in Juneau, Nisconsin.

2. Universal Foods Corporation - Fermentation Division operates the following
direct source(s) capable of emittine sulfur dioxide at this location:

a. Stack 510, Boiler 622: A 48 million BTU per hour steam generating
'in I t.

b. Stack Sil, Boiler 621: 17 ::i 1 on 610 per hour Steam generating
unit.

3. Section NR 154.12(11), Nis ..Adin. Code, establishes statewide sulfur
dioxide emission limitations in order to ensure that all areas in
Nisconsin will attain the National Ambient Air Quality Standards for
sulfur dioxide by December 31, 1987.

4. Section NR 154.12(11)(d), Nis. Adm. Code, states that the DNR may require
a source to meet a more restrictive emIssIon hmitation than the
categorical emission limitations which would otherwise be applicable under
sec. NR 154.12(ll)(b) or (c), His. Adm. Code, if the DNR determines that a
more restrictive emission Imitation is required to ensure that the source
will not cause or exacaroate a violation cf an ambient air quality
standard or air increment for sulfur dioxide.

5. The DNR has deterisinea that more restrictive emission limitations are
required to ensure that Universal Foods Corporation - Fermentation
Division will not cause or exacerbate a violation of an ambient air
suality standard or air 4ncrement for sulfur Cioxide.
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2. Tre operation of direct source.s ur ciuxide by Universal oods
Corporation - Fermentation Divis:on :uoiec: to tue limitations
contained insec. NRi54.i2(il),H im.oe.

3. The DNR has the authority under sec. R 54 12(il)(d), His. RUm. Code, to
estaolish a more restrictive sulfur dioxide emission limitation than the
categorical emission limitations.

4. The DNR has the authority under sac. 14431(2)(b), Stats., to issue this
administrative order.

4. The issuance of this administrative order is reasonable and necessary to
accomplish the purposes of sacs. 144,30 to 144.426, Stats., and sac.
NR 154.12(11) His. Ado. Code.
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It is tnerefore ordered that Universal Foods Corporation - Fermentation
Division shall meet the following emission limitation(s) on or before
Decemoer 31, 1987:

a. Stack 510, Boiler 322: 1.5 pounds of sulfur dioxide per million BTU
heat input from the fuel burning enuiprnent to any stack.

b. Stack 511, Boiler 21: 0.5 pounds of sulfur dioxide per million 'BTU
heat input from the fuel burning equipment to any stack.

NOT LL

This administrative order is effective immediately unless a petition for a
contested case hearing for administrative review of this order is filed with
the DNR uncer sec. 144.403, Stats., witnin 30 days after the date of this
order. Any petition for a hearing should name the Nisconsin Department of
Natural Resources aS respondent. he petition must set forth specifcal1y the
issue sought to be reviewed, the interest cf the petitioner, the reasons why a
hearing is warranted and the relief desired. This notice is provided pursuant
to sec. 227.48(2), Stats., (as renumbered by 1985 Ni consn Act 132).

Dated at Maaison, Hisconsin this da 1986.

STATE OF NISCONSIN
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
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